
Mikayo the Bear


SKU: MC-Mikayo

Akito the Fox


SKU: MC-Akito

Feature HighlightsModel C - Lightweight & Drop-proof

 Recommended for 3-7 years ol

 Compact & lightweigh

 Best shockproof capabilit

 Lanyard doubles as charging 

and data cor

 Wi-Fi Transfer

kidamento.com

Meet the cutest digital 
camera for children 
and adults alike



Meowie the Cat

SKU: MK-Meowie

Zippy the Sloth

SKU: MK-Zippy

Feature HighlightsModel K - Touchscreen & Easy to Use

 Recommended for 3-9 years ol
 Durable and simple to us
 Large 3” HD touchscree
 Selfie camer
 Attached lens ca
 Lanyard doubles as charging 

and data cor
 Wi-Fi Transfe
 Kidamento’s best seller

Iris the Unicorn

SKU: MV-Unicorn

Feature HighlightsModel V - Airplane Camcorder Design

 New product release in Aug 202
 Recommended for 3-9 years ol
 Unique camcorder desig
 Selfie camer
 Macro/close-up mode availabl
 Lanyard doubles as charging 

and data cord



Print Paper Refill


SKU: MP-Paper

Koko the Panda


SKU: MP-Koko

Feature HighlightsModel P - Instant Print & Digital

 Recommended for 5 to 11+ years 

old and adults alik

 Affordable instant print at only  

~5 cents per printed pictur

 Digital photo and vide

 Selfie camer

 Wi-Fi Transfe

 Fastest growing product

Sprout Edition


SKU: TML-Sprout

Feature HighlightsBook - Through My Lens

 Recommended for 4-9 years ol

 One-of-a-kind activity book for 

children who want to do more 

than capture memories with a 

camera

 This book works in tandem with 

any one of the Kidamento 

cameras and will challenge any 

budding photographer

 The book has 43 challenges  

including the final graduation 

project.

 100+ hours of play and learn.

 The Certificate of Graduation is 

hidden in the book.  



11/19/2021
VerifiedSamantha

This cutie little kids' digital camera made us swoon over its diminutive size, soft and grippy body, 
and its intuitive and easy-to-use features. In fact, this camera was so easy to use that we never 
once had to break out the instruction manual. Just take it out of the box, charge it up, and watch 
your kids snap away.

Out of all the cameras tested, the design of this one elicited the greatest squeals of delight from 
our testers. The soft rubber exterior not only looks adorable, it has a comfortable and grippy feel 
and makes the camera nearly indestructible. If you’re looking for a digital camera for kids that will 
encourage young shutterbugs to hone and develop a love for photography, this is the camera 
you absolutely should buy.

What we liked best about this kid-friendly digital camera is that it puts photo-taking above all 
else. That may seem like a no-brainer, but the most common complaint with kids’ cameras is 
they can be so stuffed with games that they do nothing to develop foundational photography 
skills.

11/19/2021
VerifiedSamantha

The lightness of the camera combined with its soft rubber outer actually makes it one of the 
better rugged cameras for kids – it’d definitely survive multiple bumps and drops. There are 
definitely stronger tough cameras out there, but none as cute as this one.

Our kids (2, 5 and 6) loved the ‘Stickers’, which allow you to add a live-view overlay of animals 
and other cute objects to the photo being taken. The sound effects are also a nice touch, 
particularly for younger children.

Some cameras for kids include pre-installed games, which can be a mixed blessing – sure, they 
encourage the kid to use their camera, but it might be for the wrong reasons. I was actually 
pleased to see that the Kidamento didn’t include any games.

My favourite feature as a parent who needs to constantly keep devices charged is the ingenious 
neck-strap, which conceals the charging cable! It’s also nice not having to fiddle around with the 
tiny MicroSD card, since everything can be transferred wirelessly from the digital camera to a 
phone or tablet.
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“The Best Digital Camera For Kids”


